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The Dell Technologies Proven Professional Certification program validates a wide range of skills and 
competencies across multiple technologies and products.   
 
From Associate, entry-level courses to Expert-level, experience-based exams, all professionals in or 
looking to begin a career in IT benefit from industry-leading training and certification paths from one of the 
world’s most trusted technology partners.  
 
Proven Professional certifications include: 

• Cloud 

• Converged/Hyperconverged Infrastructure 

• Data Protection 

• Data Science 

• Networking 

• Security 

• Servers 

• Storage 

• Enterprise Architect 

Courses are offered to meet different learning styles and schedules, including self-paced On Demand, 
remote-based Virtual Instructor-Led and in-person Classrooms. 
 
Whether you are an experienced IT professional or just getting started, Dell Technologies Proven 

Professional certifications are designed to clearly signal proficiency to colleagues and employers. 
  
Learn more at www.dell.com/certification  
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    Introduction  

Identifying the problem 

Companies place a high priority on the value of their information. This information is allocated into 
different systems and managed in different ways.  

Being safe from external attack or loss is one of the most important goals of companies.   

With the new features and requirements of new technologies, many companies are moving their IT 
procedures to the public cloud as a solution where the resources are always available according to the 
customer necessities   

These new solutions are deployed into different cloud solutions; sometimes, it is impossible to apply 
traditional backup techniques because this is the wrong way to solve it. 

Industries that back off from on-prem and migrate their data to the Cloud reap tremendous rewards. 

However, many wrongly assume that their data is safe in terms of backup “data is stored in the Cloud, 
so that’s safe for recovery in case of data loss”. This is one of the most deceptive concepts of cloud 
computing. Just because data is hosted on the cloud doesn’t necessarily mean it can automatically be 
recovered during a disaster, user errors, application errors, ransomware, or other malicious activities 
resulting in data loss. 

Most businesses also prefer the move to a multi-cloud operating model to maximize what different 
public clouds offer. 

With every new cloud service, a training plan is required to enable the backup administrator team to 
handle it, which leads to a hassle. 

All these preliminaries caused a need for a central cloud services solution that eliminates the need for 
new training every day and helps reduce the cost of additional cloud backup services. 

Propose the use of modern technologies 

Modern technologies enable faster deployment but require new solutions configured differently than 
traditional technologies. 

Most new technologies are deployed over public clouds on Infrastructure as a Service, Software as a 
Service, or Application as a Service. 

New technologies emerged and can significantly enhance automating the backup and deploying and 
installing the backup agents. 

DevOps and GitOpts can help build a new automated cloud service backup solution framework. Also, 
technology such as containers can be quickly configured and deployed and used as backup building 

blocks for catalog-based backup solutions like Avamar. 

Our solution  

Public cloud backup of Infrastructure as a Service is done like the traditional method, but there was 
necessary to perform the backup of the other two ways, so our solution covers these gaps. 

This solution installs and configures an auto-discover proxy backup solution with Avamar and Data 
Domain. The proxy is implemented in a container technology, taking advantage of portability, scaling 
and repeatability, and can be deployed by DevOps orchestration tool over Kubernetes or others. This 
proxy only requires a configuration file and script set up to deploy it. Proxy is considered another client 

for Avamar and Data Domain; for this reason, n it can be integrated into the flow of administration and 
control of protection tasks. 
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Terms 

Use case: List of actions required to backup and restore a cloud resource. 

Blob storage: Storage optimized for storing massive amounts of unstructured data. 

Blobfuse, cifs-utils, mongodb-tools, postgresql and sqlpackage: Software used to interact with defined 
use cases 

GitHub Repository: It contains project files including scripts, json files, and readme files. 

DCI: Deploy Control Instance, Linux virtual machine used to create docker containers. 

CVM: Container Virtual Machine, Linux virtual machine used to run docker containers. 

Docker image: This is an immutable file that contains computational code and config files needed for 
running applications.  

Docker container: A virtualized and isolated run-time environment where applications run. 

Json File: A file used to interchange data. 

Standard_B2s and t2.micro: An Azure or AWS VM.  

AZ Cli and AWS Cli: Command line interfaces used to interact with Azure or AWS. 

Trivy scan: Scanner for vulnerabilities in container images. 
 
 
The high-level steps of the solution are: 
(1) Retrieve Components: The solution will grab a repository of code with the following elements: 

scripts, dockerfile related to a specific Docker image. 

(2) Deployment: The Docker server will deploy the specific Docker container with the previous 
elements. 

(3) Service Catalog Queries: the backup solution will ask the current elements in the Azure subscription 
to get the configuration to be saved. 

(4) Jobs: a scheduler will execute jobs in order to repeat the queries to the service catalog and preserve 
this using the Avamar file system plugin and the storage units located in Data Domain. By default, 
this scheduler is placed in the Avamar server. In the diagram, you can also see the movement of 
the data from Avamar and Data Domain. 
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File-based use case diagram  

File-based use cases mount blob storage, cifs or nfs data as a regular file system using blobfuse or 
mount command. Avamar reads these files using a Linux plug-in. Blobfuse and Avamar clients reside in 
the Docker container. 

This backup proxy is a rule-based engine used to discover cloud resources (1), resources are handled 
according to tagging or fixed values to decide which is backed or restored (2) or not, if the password is 
needed the proxy will access a key vault to get it (3). Backup data is sent to the backup server through 
the Avamar client (4). 

File-base use cases are: Azure Data Lake Storage Gen 2 (adls), Azure Blobstorage (blobstorage), 
Azure Databricks (databricks), Azure Event Hubs (eventhub), Azure  File Storage (filestorage), 
Azure HDInsight, Azure NetApp Storage (netappstorage). AWS s3 (s3), Azure Redis (redis) 

 

 
 

Database use case diagram  

Database use cases dump exports data from source to a DDboost FS mounted Docker container. DD 

Boost FS client, Avamar client, use case-specific dump/export command reside in the Docker 
container. 
 
Database use cases start discovering cloud resources (1) resources are handled according to tagging 
or fix values to decide which is backed up or restored (2) or not; if the password is needed the proxy will 
access a key vault to get it (3). Backup data is dumped/exported to the Data Domain through DD Boost 
protocol and sent to Avamar through the Avamar client (4). 

File-base use cases are: Azure SQL (azsql), Azure Cosmo DocumentDB (cosmosql), Azure 
Datafactory (datafactory), Azure Cosmo MongoDB (cosmosmg), Atlas DB (atlas), Azure PostgreSQL 
DB (postgresql)  
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Special cases  
 
Snapshot-based: AWS Elastic Seach (elasticsearch ) ana AWS Redis (redis) 
Local exports: Azure Key Vaults (keyvault) 
Token-based: Azure Cognitive Services Custom Vision (cvision)  

    Infrastructure deployment 

As support for the solution, two VMs must be deployed that will be used to generate the containers 
(DCI) and to execute them (CVM). The Docker containers will carry out the backup tasks of the different 
technologies (use cases). 

See Appendix A to deploy DCI and CVM virtual machines in Azure or AWS. 

Container deployment 

The container will perform the following tasks: 
 

● The first time it starts, it will register against the defined backup server. It will also register against 
the Data Domain server for database use cases. 

● Learn which Azure cloud resources to support for the current subscription according to the 
technology to be protected, for example, PostgreSQL.  

● Perform a database dump or export or mount the blob storage. 

● Starts the backup job on Avamar. 
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These steps have been automated into the m-dps-setup.sh1 meta script explained below. Before doing 
any deployment, the JSON file must be filled with the prerequisite parameters.  

 
m-dps-setup.sh usage 
 
m-dps-setup.sh -d <docker type> -i <image> -v <version> -c <cloud_provider> -m 

<mode> -a <Avamar port> -e <Ephimeral> -n <vm amount> 

 
The options will be: 
 
-d : docker type. You must select between the different technologies. 

azsql|blobstorage|cosmosql|cvision|databriks|datafactory|adls|eventhub|filestorage|h

dinsight|keyvault|cosmosmg|atlas|netappstorage|postgresql|redis 

-i: image to be used on the deployment. Must be loaded. You can see the loaded 

images with command docker images 

-v: Version of the image. By default we must use latest, but could be used any 

loaded 

-c: Cloud provider. Options: azure/aws 

-m: Mode to be used for deployment. By default CLI will be used. Options: CLI/API 

-a: Avamar port without last digit (e.g. 2804). See the table: Specific Ports Range 

by integration 

-e: About if the docker client VM will be ephemeral or not. Ephemeral means that the 

docker client Vm only exists if the backup it's started. The NO option 

only be used for test or high specific purposes. Options: yes/no 

-n: Number of containers to deploy 

 

Non ephemeral example for Azure SQL: 
azsql: ./m-dps-setup.sh -d azsql -i centosaveddaz -v 1.0 -c azure -m CLI -a 2803 -e 

no -n 1 

  

Non ephemeral example or Azure SQL: 
azsql: ./m-dps-setup.sh -d azsql -i centosaveddaz -v 1.0 -c azure -m CLI -a 2803 -e 

yes -n 1  

 

Non-ephemeral mode 
  

Deploying more than one Docker of the same technology will require performing the following steps: 
 
● After the first run of m-dps-setup, a new container azure-docker-<technology>-001 has been 

created (for example azure-docker-postgresql-001) and a Docker image with the same name. 
 

● You can use the nonephemeral.sh2 script if you want to create new containers from the same 
image. 
 

● Being a non-ephemeral container, the entry point points to /bin/bash. You must connect to the 

container and run the /dockerclient/post_install.sh script to complete the registration against Avamar 
and Data Domain. 

  

 
1 Full code here: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/m-dps-setup.sh  
2 Full code here: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/main/nonephemeral.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/m-dps-setup.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/m-dps-setup.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/nonephemeral.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/nonephemeral.sh
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Ephemeral 

How ephemeral mode works: Ephemeral containers are an implementation technique that: 
 
1. Defines the number of containers (slots) that will be started to save objects from the cloud. 

2. Enable raised containers to ingest configuration files that indicate which resources will be backed 
up. 

3. Removes the containers once the processing is finished. 
 
The details are shown in the following.   
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Backup and restore procedures 

Avamar policy configuration 

1) Locate the Avamar domain where you 
are going to configure the policy. 

2) You must configure an Avamar policy.  
We'll use PAAS_COSMOSMG as an 
example. 

 
 

3) Select the members that you want to 
include in the policy The members are 
Docker containers previously registered 
with Avamar. 

4) The Dataset must have the Traverse fixed-
disk and remote network mounts option 
enabled for all file-based use cases. 

  

5) The Pre-Script must be upcontainers.sh3 
for the case of ephemeral containers 
implementation; otherwise you must 

choose the backup script that 
corresponds to your use case4. 

6) The path will be 
/usr/local/avamar/var/backups_(dockerTyp
e) for containers implemented in 

ephemeral mode; otherwise it will be 
(RootBackupDir)/(dockerType)/backup. 

  

💡 Don't forget to add container name DNS record (forward and reverse) to DNS Server. 

 
3 Upcontainers.sh full code:https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/main/upcontainers.sh  
4 From here https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/upcontainers.sh or 

here https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/tree/main/src/avamar/azure  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/upcontainers.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/upcontainers.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/upcontainers.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/tree/main/src/avamar/azure
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Restore procedure 

1) Choose the asset you want to recover; 
the example is based on azure-docker-
cosmosmg-001. 

2) Press the RESTORE button. 

  

3) Choose the option you want between 
Restore to original client or Restore to 
different client, if you choose the latter 
you will have to add the Destination 
Client. 

4) Select the backup record that you 
consider appropriate. 

  

5) The destination location will be 
(RootBackupDir)/(dockerType)/restore. If 

it is a restore using useBlobFuse or 
uses3fs (1), put in Pre-Script the script 
preres-(dockerType).sh that corresponds 
to your use case. 

6) Summary before starting the restore. 

  

 
For the database case you can use the universal database restore script called dbrestore.sh5 that 
extracts and copies objects stored in the dump or export file to a new or existing instance. 

    -t <db type>  
    -u <username>  

    -p <password>  

 
5 dbrestore.sh script full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-
Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/dbrestore.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/dbrestore.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/dbrestore.sh
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    -s <server hostname or IP address>  

    -d <db name>  

    -a <table name> optional 

-n only used to indicate wwhetherthe restore is for a new database or ean xisting 

one;    can only be YES or NO  

    -r <restore path to backup folder>      
 

Examples: 
 
    1- cosmosmg: ./dbrestore.sh -t cosmosmg -u <username> -p <password> -s <servername> 

-d <db name> -r <path to db backup folder> 

    2- azsql: ./dbrestore.sh -t azsql -u <username> -p <password> -s <servername> -d 

<db name> -r <path to db backup folder> -o <port number> 

    3- PostgreSQL: ./dbrestore.sh -t postgresql -u <username> -p <password> -s 

<servername> -n yes -d <db name> -r <path to db backup folder> 

    4- Atlas: ./dbrestore.sh -t atlas -u <username> -p <password> -s <servername> -d 

<db name> -t <table name> -r <path to db backup folder> 

Image Builder 

Description 

This is an internal utility used to generate custom Docker images from CentOS. We are using Trivy to 
check vulnerabilities  

(https://aquasecurity.github.io/trivy/v0.19.2/getting-started/installation/) 

Usage 

$ ./imagebuilder.sh --help 

Please type -b | --build  <image> <tag> <cloud> to build a new docker image 

-s | --save to <image> <tag> save a tar format image 

-t | --test to <image> <tag> create and start a test container 

-r | --removetest <image> to remove a test container 

-sc | --scan <image> to scan with trivy 

 

./build.sh -b <image> <tag> 

./build.sh -b netappstorage latest 

 

[userid@ dci CustomImages]$ sudo docker images | grep netappstorage 

 
localhost/centosaveddaznetappstorage      latest   d3c11659ce91   30 minutes ago   2.14 GB 

 

./build.sh -s <dockertype> <imageversion> 

./build.sh -s netappstorage latest 

 

[userid@ dci CustomImages]$ ls -lrt ../imagesTarFormat/*netappstorage* 

 

-rw-r--r--. 1 root root 2142516224 Jul  5 15:40    

../imagesTarFormat/centosaveddaznetappstorage.latest.tar 

 

  

https://aquasecurity.github.io/trivy/v0.19.2/getting-started/installation/
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Where to place packages and dockerfiles 

   CustomImages/<dockertype>/Azure-<dockertype>-CustomImage.dockerfile  

--> Used by imagebuilder.sh. See "dockertypes" values 

CustomImages/imagebuilder.sh --> Image builder script 

packages/DockerEmbebed/avamar/19.3/avamar --> Avamar client and MCCLI packages 

packages/DockerEmbebed/azcli --> Azure command line interface 

packages/DockerEmbebed/blobstorage --> To mount blobs as file system when necessary 

packages/DockerEmbebed/ddboostfs --> DDboostFS client 

packages/DockerEmbebed/avamar/19.3/<dockertype>  

--> Image specific package, Examples: NetApp, Azure SQL, and so on 

imagesTarFormat --> Output folder with .tar format docker images 

 

Prerequisites 

Requires internet access. 
 

 

Conclusion 

This development is a universal backup solution for the cloud, capable of adapting to different providers 
such as Azure Cloud and AWS Cloud. 
 

The code understands all the technologies deployed, whether blob storage or structured and unstructured 

databases. It allows you to include native backup commands either through the command line interface or 
Rest API calls. 
 

It can integrate with world-class backup solutions and is surely the lowest cost solution that has been 
achieved, both because of the few resources needed to deploy it and the open software integration 
capacities.  
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Appendix A: DCI and CVM deployments 

DCI and CVM Azure: Deploy a Red Hat 7.9 or higher Standard_B2s VM with these properties. 

Authentication type Disk config 

 
 

Network config Identity config 

  

 
DCI and CVM AWS: Please see this guide https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-

PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/docs/aws_dci_config.md  for details. 

DCI tasks: 

Install this repo after the provisioning of the Deploy Control Instance from Azure, AWS or Google Cloud: 

1. Install git on Deploy Control Instance 
sudo yum install -y git 

2. Install code repo (choose one of them) 
a. Use git to clone the repo 

git clone https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup.git 

b. Download, copy into DCI and unzip. 
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/archive/refs/heads/main.zip 

CVM task: 

Run sudo yum install -y docker to install Docker. Each Docker consumes ~100 MB RAM 

memory; this is a very lightweight solution. 
 

Run dps-setup.sh -s 6 to set up the DCI environment. The parameter -s requires internet 
access. Only must be run one time by DCI or CVM.   

 
6 Full code here: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/dps-setup.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/docs/aws_dci_config.md
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/docs/aws_dci_config.md
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup.git
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup.git
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/archive/refs/heads/main.zip
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/archive/refs/heads/main.zip
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/dps-setup.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/dps-setup.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/dps-setup.sh
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Appendix B: Repo structure  

Repo structure: This repository contains the following files and folders.  
 
{home} : Setup script, ReadME and .gitignore files. 

CustomImages/packages/DockerEmbebed: Base packages to build preinstalled docker 

image 

CustomImages/(use case): Dockerfile to create use case docker image  

 No directory to: adls blobstorage cosmosql cvision databricks eventhub hdinsigth 

keyvault redis 

docs : Documents 

imagesTarFormat: Temporary folder user by imagebuilder.sh -s | --save option 

jsonfiles: File to process by upcontainers.sh script 

jsonfilesTemplates: One for each use case 

sources: Secondary scripts 

src/avamar/(aws|azure|ibm)/(CLI|API) : Backup scripts 

src/avamar/(aws|azure|ibm)/(CLI|API)/(PowerShell|bash): Several automation scripts 

src/azure/  : Pem file to avoid expouse password  

src/dockerfiles/current/ : Docker file work space 

src/packages/DockerEmbebed/Certificates : Contains Certificates 

 
 

This repo uses the following technologies. 
 
- Docker(or Podman ) config files called "dockerfiles" 

- JSON files  with .json extension 

- Shell scripts with .sh extension  

- ReadMe files with .md extension  

- Client packages with .rpm extension 

- Certificates to connect to the cloud provider (PEM files with extension .pem ) 
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Appendix C: Use case info-related 

This appendix presents information related to each use case. The third and fourth tables inform about 

the commands and access roles used in each case to build the backup scripts. 

 

Terms 

dockerType: Long name to identify properties related to a particular technology. 

dockerTypeName:  Sort names to identify properties related to a particular technology. 

useDDBoost: If DDboost protocol is used to store dump and export in Data Domain before moving to 

Avamar. 

useBlobFuse: If the blobfuse utility is used to mount blob storage as a linux file system to backup files. 

useCommand: If the backup/restore script is based on commands or ad-hoc utilities. 

useAPI: If the backup/restore script is based on Rest API calls. 

backupContent: If backup records contain user data, user config, or both. 

 

 Azure use case-specific   

# 1 2 3 4 5  

dockerType adls azsql blobstorage cosmosql cvision  

dockerTypeName  DL azsql  BS CSQL CV  

useDDBoost no yes no yes yes  

useBlobFuse yes no yes no no  

useCommand yes yes yes yes yes  

useAPI no no no no yes  

packages blobfuse azsql  blobfuse no no  

backupContent 

(data/config) data data data data data  

       

# 6 7 8 9 10  

dockerType databricks datafactory eventhub f ilestorage hdinsigth  

dockerTypeName  DB DF EH FS HD  

useDDBoost no yes no no no  

useBlobFuse yes no yes no yes  

useCommand yes yes yes yes yes  

useAPI no no no no no  

packages blobfuse git no cifs-utils blobfuse  

backupContent 

(data/config) data data data data data  

       

# 11 12 13 14 15 16 

dockerType keyvault cosmosmg atlas netappstorage postgresql redis 
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dockerTypeName  KV CMG AMG NS PG RD 

useDDBoost yes yes yes no yes yes 

useBlobFuse no no no no no yes 

useCommand yes yes yes yes yes yes 

useAPI no no yes no no no 

packages no 
mongodb-

tools no nfs-utils postgresql blobfuse 

backupContent 

(data/config) data data data data data data 

 

AWS use case-specific 

# 1 2 3 

dockerType S3 elasticsearch redis 

dockerTypeName  S3 ES AWSRD 

useDDBoost no no no 

useBlobFuse yes yes yes 

useCommand yes yes yes 

useAPI no no no 

packages    

backupContent (data/config) data data data 

 

Please see the access requirement by use case. This box does not apply if managed identity is used: 
 

 Command Role/identity/permission required for backup 

Azure env az login --service-principal Rol 

 az account set --subscription N/A 

 az resource list Reader 

 nslookup N/A 

 az logout N/A 

 az ad sp create-for-rbac Owner 

adls   

azsql az sql db list SQL DB Contributor/SQL db_datareader 

  SQL loginmanager/VIEW DEFINITION grant 

 az keyvault secret show / curl Key Vault Secrets User 

 sqlpackage Set up AD Admin on each of the SQL Servers 

blobstorage az storage account list Storage Blob Data Reader 
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 az storage account show Storage Blob Data Reader 

 az storage account keys list Reader and Data Access 

 az storage container list Storage Blob Data Reader 

 blobfuse Storage Blob Data Owner 

cosmosql az datafactory pipeline list Data Factory Contributor 

 az datafactory pipeline create-run Data Factory Contributor 

 az datafactory pipeline-run show Data Factory Contributor 

cvision az cognitiveservices account keys list Cognitive Services Custom Vision Reader 

 az resource show Reader 

 curl Cognitive Services Custom Vision Contributor 

databricks az databricks workspace show Reader 

 az storage container list Storage Blob Data Reader 

 blobfuse Storage Blob Data Owner 

datafactory az datafactory show Data Factory Contributor 

 az resource list Contributor 

 git clone Data Factory Contributor 

 tar N/A 

eventhub az eventhubs eventhub list Rol: Storage Account Key Operator Service Role 

 az eventhubs eventhub show Reader 

 blobfuse Storage Blob Data Owner 

f ilestorage az storage account show Storage Blob Data Reader 

 az storage account keys list Reader and Data Access 

 az storage share list Storage File Data SMB Share Reader 

 mount -t cifs Storage Blob Data Owner 

hdinsigth az hdinsight show HDInsight Cluster Operator 

 az storage account keys list Reader and Data Access 

 blobfuse Storage Blob Data Owner 

keyvault az keyvault list Key Vault Crypto User 

 az keyvault secret list Key Vault Secrets User 

 az keyvault secret backup Key Vault Crypto User 

 az keyvault certif icate backup Key Vault Crypto User 

  GET, LIST and BACKUP 

  GET, LIST and RESTORE 

mongodb az cosmosdb list Reader 

 curl Key Vault Secrets User 
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 az cosmosdb mongodb database list Reader 

 mongodump Read-only Key 

 az cosmosdb list Reader 

 mongodump Reader 

 mongorestore Reader 

 az lock create Microsoft.Authorization/locks/*' 

 az lock delete Microsoft.Authorization/locks/*' 

mongodb -atlas az keyvault secret show / curl Key Vault Secrets User 

 mongodump adminBackup (cloud.mongo.com) 

netappstorage mount -t nfs Storage Blob Data Owner 

postgresql az postgres db list Reader 

 az network private-endpoint list Reader 

 az keyvault secret show / curl Key Vault Secrets User 

 pg_dump / pg_dumpall connect on database/select on all tables in schema 

redis az storage account list Storage Blob Data Reader 

 az storage account create Storage Blob Contributor 

 az storage container list Storage Blob Data Reader 

 az storage container create Storage Blob Contributor 

 az role assignment list Storage Blob Data Contributor 

 az role assignment create Storage Blob Data Contributor 

 az storage container generate-sas Storage Blob Data Contributor 

 az redis export Redis Cache Contributor 

 blobfuse Storage Blob Data Owner 

 

 Command Role/identity/permission required for backup 

AWS env AWS login Rol 

 Subscription setting N/A 

 Resource list and tag query Reader 

 Reverse lookup N/A 

 Azure logout N/A 

 Create Service principal account Owner 

redis aws configure set default.region (all command tested using identity-based) 

 aws configure set aws_access_key_id  

 aws configure set aws_secret_access_key  
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 aws elasticache describe-cache-clusters  

 s3fs  

elasticsearch aws configure set default.region (all command tested using identity-based) 

 aws es list-domain-names  

 aws es  describe-elasticsearch-domain  

 s3fs  

 aws elasticache create-snapshot  

 aws elasticache describe-cache-clusters  

s3 aws configure set default.region (all command tested using identity-based) 

 s3fs  
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Appendix D: Business logic by use case 

Atlas7: Curl statements locate the database to back up with the mongodump command 

 
 
AZ SQL8: We use the sqlpackage command to export the previously located database with AZ CLI 
commands (not shown in the figure). 
 
 

 
 
CosmoMG9: We use the mongodump command to dump the previously located database with AZ CLI 

commands (not shown in the figure). 
 
 

 
7 Atlas full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-atlas.sh  
8 Azure SQL full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-azsql.sh  
9 Cosmo Mongo code here:https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-azsql.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-atlas.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-atlas.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-azsql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-azsql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-azsql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-azsql.sh
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CosmoSQL10: We use datafactory as a bridge to protect a documentary database. 
 

 
 

  

 
10 Cosmo SQL full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cosmosql.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cosmosql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cosmosql.sh
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cvision11: We export the project with curl statements; the project is located via AZ CLI. 
 

 
 
Keyvault12: We safeguard secrets and certificates using AZ CLI. 
 

 
 
  

 
11 Cognitive service custom vision full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cvision.sh  
12 Key vault full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cvision.sh 
 

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cvision.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cvision.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cvision.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-cvision.sh
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PostgreSQL13: We use pg_dump or pg_dumpall to back up the previously discovered database(s) with 
AZ CLI. 
 

 
 
Redis14  

This is a long script, please see in repo. https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-
PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-redis.sh  

 
  

 
13 PostgreSQL full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-postgresql.sh  
14 Redis full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-postgresql.sh  
 

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-redis.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-redis.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-postgresql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-postgresql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-postgresql.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-postgresql.sh
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ADLS15: Here we show the filter we use to protect only Data Lake Gen2 type blob storage. Then the 
logic of a blob storage is used (not shown in the figure). 
 

 

Blobstorage16: In this code snippet we can see how to use blobfuse to mount a blob storage. 

 

Databricks17: Here we show the filter we use to protect only Databriks type blob storage. Then the logic 
of a blob storage is used (not shown in the figure). 

 
15 Azure Data Lake Gen 2 full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-adls.sh 
 

16 Generic blob storage full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-blobstorage.sh 
 

17 Databricks full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/preres-databrick.sh 

Dell Customer Communication - Confidential 

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-adls.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-adls.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-blobstorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-blobstorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/preres-databrick.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/preres-databrick.sh
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Datafactory18: We use the git command to protect the configuration of a Datafactory. 

 

Event Hub19: Here we show the filter we use to protect only Event Hubs type blob storage. Then the 
logic of a blob storage is used (not shown in the figure).  

 
18 Data Factory full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-datafactory.sh  
19 Event Hubs full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-eventhub.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-datafactory.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/backup-datafactory.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-eventhub.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-eventhub.sh
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Filestorage20: We mount the shared folders through the cifs protocol. 

 

HDInsight21: Here we show the filter we use to protect only HDInsights type blob storage. Then the 
logic of a blob storage is used (not shown in the figure). 

 
20 File storage full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-filestorage.sh  
21 HDInsights full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-hdinsigth.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-filestorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-filestorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-hdinsigth.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-hdinsigth.sh
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NetAppStorage22 

This is a long script, please see in repo. https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-
PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-netappstorage.sh  

S323: In this code snippet we can see how to use s3fs to mount an s3 storage, the s3 resources were 
previously discovered with AWS CLI commands. 

 

 
22 NetApp storage full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-netappstorage.sh  
23 S3 full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-s3.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-netappstorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-netappstorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-netappstorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/azure/CLI/prebck-netappstorage.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-s3.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-s3.sh
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AWS Redis24: We use s3 to mount a snapshot of the redis cache. 

 

 
24 AWS Redis full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-AWS-redis.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-AWS-redis.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-AWS-redis.sh
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AWS Elasticsearch25: We use s3 to mount a snapshot of the elasticsearch. 

 

 
25 Elasticsearch full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-

competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-AWS-ES.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-AWS-ES.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/sharing-competition/src/avamar/aws/CLI/backup-AWS-ES.sh
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Appendix E: Json file config guideline 

The json files (example dps-setup.(dockerType).json) contain the keys to be configured to deploy a new 
commercial container. Please see these guidelines to fulfill this file type. 

 
● cloudProvider Azure/AWS 

● dockerType 
azsql/blobstorage/cosmosql/cvision/databriks/datafactory/eventhub/filesto

rage/keyvault/mongodb/atlas/netappstorage/postgresql/redis 

● dockerTypeName AZSQL/BS/CSQL/CV/DB/DF/EH/FS/KV/MG/MGA/NS/PG/RD 

● keyVaultName Azure Key Vault name 

● tenantId Tenantid 

● resourceGroup resurce group name or all to all RGs 

● useTags tags or default values using fixValues 

● useFQDN FQDN or IP through nslookup 

● useKeyVaultSecureAccess Keyvault access using curl (YES) or az cli (NO) 

● useProxy YES if docker file needs proxy ENV variables otherwise NO 

● proxyHttpName and proxyHttpsName Proxies FQDN and port values 

● noProxy No proxy for FQDNs (comma separated) 

● changeDefaultsubscription YES to change from default subscription 

● subscriptionID Subuscrition ID 

● useCerts YES if certificate is needed otherwise NO 

● cers Certificate name or * to include all 
src/packages/DockerEmbebed/certificates/ 

● useServicePrincipal YES for SPN otherwise NO 

● servicePrincipalClientId Service principal client id 

● servicePrincipalClientSecret Service principal client password 

● useEndPoints YES if endpoints are used otherwise NO 

● EndPoint Endpoint FQDN or IP 

● useAvamar Use avamar to store backup data 

● avamarClientPort Avamar client port, FROM 28003 

● avamarServerName and datadomainServerName Avamar and Data Domain FQDN 

● avamarDomain Avamar docker domain, eg. clients 

● avamarVersion Avamar version 

● createSchedule | createRetention Unused 

● createDataset | createGroup Complete to create dataset and group on avamar 

● mountType ddboostfs 

● RootBackupDir DDBoostFS or local mount point on container 

● storageUnit Data Domain Storage Unit used to hold data 

● ddboostuser ddboost user used to connect this container to DD 

● containerName FQDN of container used to register this client on Avamar. Add 
forward and reverse DNS records to DNS Server Values="$"cloudProvider"-
docker-$"dockerType-$Fix_value_Incremental" 

● resourceType Azure resource type to be discover 

● backupTags \ Type Type of tag, values: 
AZSQL/BS/CSQL/CV/DB/DF/EH/FS/KV/MG/MGA/NS/PG/RD 

● backupTags \ Value Value of type tag 

● fixValues \ Type Type of tag, values: 
AZSQL/BS/CSQL/CV/DB/DF/EH/FS/KV/MG/MGA/NS/PG/RD 

● fixValues \ Type Hardcoded value 

Use case-specific keys 
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Cloud, Avamar, Data Domain and Container requirements 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please see this link for use case-specific requirements: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-

backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/tree/main/docs/UseCaseRequirements 

 

  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/tree/main/docs/UseCaseRequirements
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/tree/main/docs/UseCaseRequirements
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Appendix F: Ephemeral containers implementation example 

This is the configuration used for the demo. 

 
 

Full demo: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-
Backup/blob/main/docs/EphemeralContainers.md  

Azure SQL resource creation: This video shows the Azure SQL servers and databases creation using 

a PowerShell script26. This demo backs up two databases on server sql01std and one database on 

server sql02std. 

 
 
Docker container creation: We use the m-dps-setup script27 to create them: 
 

 

Commit Docker container as committed images: The recently created containers have been 

 
26 AZ SQL provisioning full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/automation/PowerShell/SQL/SQL-deploy.ps1  
27 m-dps-setup.sh mete script full code: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/main/m-dps-setup.sh  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/docs/EphemeralContainers.md
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/docs/EphemeralContainers.md
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/automation/PowerShell/SQL/SQL-deploy.ps1
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/src/avamar/azure/CLI/automation/PowerShell/SQL/SQL-deploy.ps1
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/m-dps-setup.sh
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/m-dps-setup.sh
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registered as Avamar and Data Domain clients. We are going to save this configuration as "committed" 

images to be used in ephemeral containers mode. 

 
 
Avamar policy creation: We create a dataset to back up a Linux File System plug-in whose Pre-Script 

will be upcontainers.sh azsql, the source data will be /usr/local/avamar/var/backups-azsql.sh. The 
policy will use the previously created dataset with only one member that will be the DCI. 

Avamar client registration: Note that there are two new clients in Avamar and they correspond to the 

two recently created containers. The m-dps-setup did this task. 

Avamar policy execution: The policy starts the main thread on the DCI's Avamar client, this launches 
child threads that run in the ephemeral containers (#2) and process the JSON configuration files (#3) 

Avamar backup records: This shows the Avamar backup records. 

  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/issues/2
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/issues/3
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Appendix G: Requirements when use DDboostFS 

a) Create DD Boost user (Data Domain side - sysadmin access or similar is required) 

- user add <DDBoost user> role user 

- user password aging show 

- user password aging set <DDBoost user> max-days-between-change 99999 

 

b) Create storage unit (Data Domain side - sysadmin access or similar is required) 

- ddboost storage-unit create <storage-unit name> user <DDboost user> 

 

References 

 
1. Ephemeral container demo page: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-

Backup/blob/main/docs/EphemeralContainers.md 
 

2. Code repository: https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup. This is a 
private repo, please request an invite to pablo.calvo@dell.com.   

 
 
 

  

https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/docs/EphemeralContainers.md
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup/blob/main/docs/EphemeralContainers.md
https://github.com/ps-iberia-public-cloud-backup/DellDPS-PaaS-Backup
mailto:pablo.calvo@dell.com
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